This paper presents a design synthesis method for distributed e m b edded systems. In such systems, computations can ow through long pipelines of interacting software c omponents, hosted on a variety of resources, each of which is managed b y a l o cal scheduler. Our method automatically calibrates the local resource schedulers to achieve the system's global end-to-end performance r equirements.
Introduction
An embedded system's intrinsic real-time constraints are imposed on its external inputs and outputs, from the perspective of its environment. At the same time, the computation paths between these end-points may o w through a large set of interacting components, hosted on a variety o f resources { and managed by l o c a l s c heduling and queuing policies. A crucial step in the design process involves calibrating and tuning the local resource management policies, so that the original real-time objectives are achieved.
Real-time scheduling analysis is often used to help make this problem more tractable. Using the approach, upper bounds are derived for processing times and communication delays. Then, using these worst-case assumptions, tasks and messages can be deterministically scheduled to guarantee that all timing constraints will get met. Such constraints might include an individual thread's processing frequency, a packet's deadline, or perhaps the rate at which a network driver is run. In this type of system, hard real-time analysis can be used to help predict (and then ensure) that the performance objectives will be attained.
This approach is becoming increasingly di cult to carry out. First, achieving near-tight execution-time bounds is virtually impossible due to architectural features like superscalar pipelining, hierarchies of cache memory, etc. { not to mention the nondeterminism inherent in almost any network. Given this, as well as the fact that a program's actual execution time is data-dependent, a worst-case timing estimate may be several orders of magnitude greater than the average case. If one incorporates worst-case costs in a design, the result will often lead to an extremely under-utilized system.
Moreover, parameters like processing periods and deadlines are used to help achieve acceptable end-to-end performance { i.e., as a means to an end, and not an end in itself. In reality, missing a deadline will rarely lead to failure in fact, such an occurrence should be expected, unless the system is radically over-engineered. While hard real-time scheduling theory provides a su cient way to build an embedded system, it is not strictly necessary, and it may not yield the most e cient design.
In this paper we explore an alternative approach, by using statistical guarantees to generate cost-e ective system designs. We model a real-time system as a set of task chains, with each task representing some activity requiring a speci c CPU or network link. For example, a chain may correspond to the data path from a camera to a display in a video conferencing system, or re ect a servo-loop in a distributed real-time control system. The chain's real-time performance requirements are speci ed in terms of (i) a maximum acceptable propagation delay from input to output, and (ii) a minimum acceptable average throughput. In designing the system, we treat the rst requirement as a hard constraint, that is, any end-to-end computation that takes longer than the maximum delay is treated a failure, and does not contribute to the overall throughput. (Some applications may be able to use late outputs { yet within the system model we currently do not count them.) In contrast, the second requirement i s v i e w ed in a statistical sense, and we design a system to exceed, on average, its minimal acceptable rate. We assume that a task's cost (i.e., execution time for a program, or delay f o r a n e t work link) can be speci ed with any arbitrary discrete probability distribution function.
Problem and Solution Strategy. Given a set of task chains, each with its own real-time performance requirements, our objective is to design a system which will meet the requirements for all of the chains. Our system model includes the following assumptions, which h e l p m a k e the solution tractable:
We model a task's load requirements stochastically, in terms of a discrete probability distribution function (or PDF), whose random variable characterizes the resource time needed for one execution instance of the task. Successive task instances are modeled to be independent of each other.
We assume a static partitioning of the system resources in other words, a task has already been allocated to a speci c resource.
It is true that embedded systems design often involves making some task-placement decisions. However, we note that tuning the resource schedulers is, by de nition, subservient to the allocation phase { which often involves accounting for device-speci c localities (e.g., IO ports, DMA channels, etc.), as well as system-level issues (e.g., services provided by e a c h node). While this paper's focus is narrowed to the scheduling synthesis problem at hand, we note that a \holistic" design tool could integrate the two problems, and use our system-tuning algorithms as \subroutines." Also, while our objective i s t o a c hieve a n o verall, statistical level of real-time performance, we can still use the tools provided by hard real-time scheduling to help solve this problem. Our method involves the following steps: (1) assigning to each task a xed proportion of its resource's load and (2) determining the reasonable service interval (or frame) over which the proportion can be guaranteed. Then, using some techniques provided by real-time CPU and network scheduling, we can guarantee that during any such frame, a task will get at least its designated share of the resource's time. When that share fails to be su cient for a currently running task to nish executing, it runs over into the next frame { and gets that frame's share, etc. Given this model, the design problem may b e v i e w ed as the following interrelated sub-problems:
(1) How should the CPU and network load be partitioned among the tasks, so that every chain's performance requirements are met? (2) Given a load-assignment, how should the frame-sizes be set to maximize the e ective output rate?
As we discuss in the sequel, load proportions cannot be quantized over in nitesimal time-frames. Hence, when a task's frame gets progressively smaller, it starts paying a large price for its guarantees { in the form of wasted overhead. In this paper we present algorithms to solve these problems. The algorithm for problem (1) uses a heuristic to compare the relative needs of tasks from di erent c hains competing for the same resources. The algorithm for problem (2) makes use of connecting Markov c hains, to estimate the e ective throughput of a given chain. Since the analysis is approximate, we v alidate the generated solution using a simulation model.
Related Work
Like m uch of the work in real-time systems, our results extend from preemptive, uniprocessor scheduling analysis. There are many old and new solutions to this problem (e.g., 1, 15, 2 0 , 2 1 ]) moreover, many of these methods come equipped with o ine, analysis tests, which determine a priori whether the underlying system is schedulable. Some of these tests are load-oriented su ciency conditions { they predict that the tasks will always meet their deadlines, provided that the system utilization does not exceed a certain pre-de ned threshold.
The classical model has been generalized to a large degree, and there now exist analogous results for distributed systems, network protocols, etc. For example, the model has been applied to distributed hard real-time systems in the following straightforward manner (e.g., see 26, 3 1 ]): each network connection is abstracted as a real-time task (sharing a network resource), and the scheduling analysis incorporates worst-case blocking times potentially su ered when high-priority packets have t o w ait for transmission of lower-priority packets. Then, to some extent, the resulting global scheduling problem can be solved as a set of interrelated local resource-scheduling problems.
In 30], the classical model was extended to consider probabilistic execution times on uniprocessor systems. This is done by giving a nominal \hard" amount of execution time to each t a s k instance, under the assumption that the task will usually complete within this time. But if the nominal time is exceeded, the excess requirement is treated like a sporadic arrival (via a method similar to that used in 19]).
In our previous work 8, 9 ] w e relaxed the precondition that period and deadline parameters are always known ahead of time. Rather, we used the system's end-to-end delay and jitter requirements to automatically derive each task's constraints these, in turn, ensure that the end-to-end requirements will be met on a uniprocessor system. A similar approach for uniprocessor systems was explored in 2], where execution time budgets were automatically derived from the end-to-end delay requirements the method used an imprecise computation technique as a metric to help gauge the \goodness" of candidate solutions.
These concepts were later modi ed for use in various application contexts. Recent results adapted the end-to-end theory to both discrete and continuous control problems (e.g. 18, 2 7 ] , where real-time constraints were derived from a set of control laws, and where the objectives were to optimize the system's performance index while satisfying schedulability. Our original approach (from 8, 9]) was also used to produce schedules for real-time tra c over eldbus networks 6, 7] , where the switch priorities are synthesized to ensure end-to-end rate and latency guarantees. A related idea was pursued for radar processing domains 11], where an optimization method produces per-component processing rates and deadlines, based on the system's input pulse rate and its prescribed allowed latency.
End-to-end design becomes signi cantly more di cult in distributed contexts. Solving this problem usually involves nding an answer to the following question: \Given an end-to-end latency budget, what is the optimal way to spend this budget on each pipeline hop?" Aside the complexity of the basic decision problem, a solution also involves the practical issue of getting the local runtime schedulers to guarantee their piece-wise latencies. Results presented in 25] address this problem in a deterministic context: they extend our original uniprocessor method from 8] to distributed systems, by statically partitioning the end-to-end delays via heuristic optimization metrics 25]. Similar approaches have been proposed for \soft" transactions in distributed systems 17], where each transaction's deadline is partitioned between the system's resources. To our knowledge, this paper presents the rst technique that achieves statistical real-time performance in a distributed system, by using end-to-end requirements to assign both periods and the execution time budgets. In this light, our method should be viewed less as a scheduling tool (it is not one), and more as an approach to the problem of real-time systems design.
To accomplish this goal, we assume an underlying runtime system that is capable of the following: (1) decreasing a task's completion time by increasing its resource share (2) enforcing, for each resource, the proportional shares allocated for every task, up to some minimum quantization and (3) within these constraints, isolating a task's real-time behavior from the other activities sharing its resource. In this regard, we build on many results that have been developed for providing OS-level reservation guarantees, and for rate-based, proportional-share queuing in networks. Since these concepts are integral to understanding the work in this paper, we treat them at some length.
In rate-based methods, tasks get allocated percentages of the available bandwidth. Obviously these percentages are cannot be maintained over in nitesimal time-intervals rather, the proportional-shares are serviced in an approximate sense | i.e., within some margin of error. The magnitude of the error is usually due to the following factors: (1) quantization (i.e., the degree to which the underlying system can multiplex tra c) and (2) priority-selection (i.e., the order in which tasks are selected for service). At higher levels quantization, and as multiple streams share the same FIFO queues, the more service-orders depart from true proportional-sharing.
Our analytical results rely on perhaps the oldest known variant of rate-based scheduling { timedivision multiplexing, or TDM. In our TDM abstraction, a task is guaranteed a xed number of \time-slots" over pre-de ned periodic intervals (which w e call frames). Our analytical techniques assume tasks have their time-slots reserved i.e., if a task does not claim its load, the load gets wasted. We appeal to TDM for a basic reason: we need to handle an inherently stochastic workload model, in which tasks internally \decide" how m uch load they will need for speci c instances. These load demands can be be quite high for arbitrary instances they may be minuscule for other instances. Moreover, once a task is started, we assume that its semantics mandate that it also needs to be nished. So, since unregulated workloads cannot simply be \re-shaped," and since end-to-end latency guarantees still must be guaranteed, TDM ensures a reasonable level of fairness between di erent tasks on a resource { and between successive instances of the same task.
The downside of this scheme is that TDM ends up wasting unused load. Other rate-based disciplines solve this problem by re-distributing service over longer intervals { at a cost of occasionally postponing the projected completion times of certain tasks. Most of these disciplines, however, were conceived for inherently regulated workload models, e.g., linear bounded arrival processes 3]. In such settings, transient unfairnessis is often smoothed out by simply \re-shaping" the departure process { i.e., by inserting delay stages.
Many Recently, many of these rate-based disciplines have sprouted analogues for CPU scheduling. For example, Waldspurger et al. 32] proposed \Lottery Scheduling," which m ultiplexes available CPU load based on the relative throughput rates for the system's constituent tasks. The same authors also presented a deterministic variant of this, called \Stride Scheduling" 33] this method provides an OS-level server for a method similar to the Weighted-Fair-Queuing (WFQ) discipline used in switches. WFQ { also known as \Packetized GPS" (or PGPS) { is a discrete, quantized version of the uid-ow abstraction used in GPS. Scheduling decisions in WFQ are made via \simulating" proportional-sharing for the tasks on the ready-queue, under an idealized model of continuous-time multiplexing. The task which w ould hypothetically nish rst under GPS gets the highest priority { and is put on the run queue (until the next scheduling round). Stoica et al. 29] proposed a related technique, which similarly uses a \virtual time-line" to determine the runtime dispatching order. This concept was also applied for hierarchical scheduling in 13], where multiple classes of tasks (e.g., hard and soft real-time applications) can coexist in the same system. Several schemes have been proposed to guarantee processor capacity shares for the system's real-time tasks, and to simultaneously isolate them from overruns caused by other tasks in the system. For example, Mercer et al. 22 ] proposed a processor capacity reservation mechanism to achieve this, a method which enforces each task's reserved share within its reservation period, under micro-kernel control. Also, Shin et al. 28] proposed a reservation-based algorithm to guarantee the performance of periodic real-time tasks, and also to improve the schedulability of aperiodic tasks.
As noted above, many proportional-share methods have been subjected to response-time studies, for di erent t ypes of arrival processes. This has been done for switches, CPUs, and for entire networks. Note that the problem of determining aggregate delay in a network is dual to the problem of assigning per-hop delays to achieve some end-to-end deadline. The latter is a \top-down" approach: the designer \tells" the network what its per-hop latencies should be, and then the network needs to guarantee those latencies. Delay analysis works in a \bottom-up" fashion: the network basically \tells" the user what the end-to-end delay will be, g i v en the proportional-share allocations for the chain under observation.
While seemingly di erent, these problems are inextricably related. \Top-down" deadlinepartitioning could not function without some way of getting \bottom-up" feedback. Similarly, the \bottom-up" method assumes a pre-allocated load for the chain { which, in reality, is negotiated to meet the chain's end-to-end latency and throughput requirements. In real-time domains, solving one problem requires solving the other.
Deriving the end-to-end latency involves answering the following question: \If my c hain ows through N nodes, each of which is managed by a rate-based discipline, what will the end-to-end response time be?" This issue is quite simple when all arrival process are Poisson streams, service times are exponentially distributed, and all nodes use a FIFO service discipline. For a simple Jackson queuing network like this, many straightforward product-form techniques can be applied.
The question gets trickier for linearly regulated tra c, where each stream has a di erent a r r i v al rate, with deviations bounded over di erent i n terval-sizes, and where each stream has di erent proportional service guarantees. Fortunately, compositional results do exist, and have been presented for various rate-based disciplines { for both deterministic 12, 24, 35] and statistical 39, 3 7 ] workloads. Deterministic, end-to-end per connection delays were considered in 24] for leaky-bucket regulated tra c, using the PGPS scheduling technique. In 35] a similar study was performed using a non-work-conserving service discipline. Also, as noted above, statistical treatments have been provided for the PGPS 39] and for RCSP 37] .
In Section 4 we present an analytical approximation for our TDM abstraction { perhaps the extreme case of a non-work-conserving discipline. The method is used to estimates end-to-end delays over products of TDM queues where a chain's load demand at a node can be generally distributed where all tasks in a chain can have di erent PDFs and where queue sizes are constrained to a single slot.
This problem is innately complex. Moreover, our design algorithm needs to test huge numbers of solution candidates before achieving the system objectives. Hence, the delay analysis should be fast { and will consequently be coarse. At the same time, it cannot be too coarse after all, it must be su ciently accurate to expose key performance trends over the entire solution space. As shown in Section 4, we approach this problem in a compositional, top-down fashion. Our algorithm starts by analyzing a chain's head task in isolation. The resulting statistics are then used to help analyze the second task, etc., down the line, until delay and throughput metrics are obtained for the chain's output task { and hence, for the chain as a whole.
Model and Solution Overview
As stated above, we model a system as set of independent, pipelined task chains, with every task mapped to a designated CPU or network resource. The chain abstraction can, for example, capture the essential data path structure of a video conferencing system, or a distributed process control loop. Formally, a system possesses the following structure and constraints.
Bounded-Capacity Resources: There is a set of resources r 1 r 2 : : : r m , where a given resource r i corresponds to one of the system's CPUs or network links. Associated with r i is a maximum allowable capacity, o r m i , which is the maximum load the resource can multiplex e ectively. T h e parameter m i will typically be a function of its scheduling policy (as in the case of a workstation), or its switching and arbitration policies (in the case of a LAN).
Task Chains: A system has n task chains, denoted ; 1 ; 2 : : : ; n , where the j th task in a chain ; i is denoted i j . Each computation on ; i carries out an end-to-end transformation from its external input X i to its output Y i . Also, a producer/consumer relationship exists between each connected pair of tasks i j;1 and i j , and we assume a one-slot bu er between each s u c h pair, since the queuing policy chooses only the newest data in the bu er. Hence a producer may o verwrite bu ered data which is not consumed. Stochastic Processing Costs: A task's cost is modeled via a discrete probability distribution function, whose random variable characterizes the time it needs for one execution instance on its resource. Maximum Delay Bounds: ; i 's delay constraint, MD i , is an upper bound on the time it should take for a computation to ow through the system, and still produce a useful result. For example, if MD i = 500ms, it means that if ; i produces an output at time t, it will only be used if the corresponding input is sampled no earlier than t ; 500ms. Computed results that exceed this propagation delay are dropped. Minimum Output Rates: ; i 's rate constraint, MOR i , speci es a minimum acceptable average rate for outputs which meet their delay constraints. For example, if MOR i = 10Hz, it means that the chain ; i must, on average, produce 10 outputs per second. Moreover, MOR i implicitly speci es the maximum possible frame-size for the tasks in ; i e.g., if MOR i = 10Hz, than ; i 's maximum frame-size is 0:1 { w h i c h w ould su ce only if an output were produced during every frame.
An Example. Consider the example shown in Figure 1 , which possesses six chains, labeled ; 1 -; 6 . Here, rectangles denote shared resources, black circles denote tasks, and the shaded boxes are external inputs and outputs. The system's resource requirements and end-to-end constraints are shown in Figure 2 .
In any system, a task's load demand varies stochastically, due to second-order e ects like c a c he memory behavior, DMA interference, pipeline stalls, bus arbitration delays, transient head-of-line blocking, etc. By using one random variable to model a task's load, we e s s e n tially collapse all these residual e ects into a single PDF, which also accounts for the task's idealized \best-case" execution-time. In our model, any discrete probability distribution can be used for this purpose.
Two points should be articulated here, the rst of which is fairly obvious: If the per-task load models are ill-founded, then the synthesis results will be of little use. Indeed, in some situations one cannot just convolve all the abovementioned e ects into a single PDF. While it may be tempting to stochastically bundle \driver processing interference" with a task's load model { and while often one can do just that { in other situations, this sort of factor needs to be represented explicitly, a s a task. (Our method can easily accommodate this alternative.) The process of obtaining a good model abstraction is non-trivial it requires accounting for matters like causality (i.e., charging load deviations to the tasks which cause them), scale (i.e., comparing the task's loading statistics { mean and variance { to those of the residual e ects charged to it), and sensitivity (i.e., statistically gauging the e ect of load quantization on end-process results). These problems are well outside the scope of this paper interested readers should consult 16] for a decent i n troduction to statistical performance modeling. However, while none of these problems is trivial, given su cient time, patience and statistical competence, one can employ some standard techniques for handling all of them.
The second point is a bit more subtle, though equally true: For the purposes of design, a coarse load model { represented with a single stationary distribution { is better than no load model. In this sort of systems design, one needs to start with some basic notion of the per-task performance. The alternative is designing the system based on blind guesswork.
Consider a task representing an inner-product function, where the vector-sizes can range between 10,000-20,000 elements, and where the actual vector-sizes change dynamically. A s s u m e w e pro le the task on a representative data-set, and the resulting load demands appear to track the inner two quartiles of a normal distribution. Can we just quantize the resulting histogram, and use it to model the task's PDF? Assume we cannot explicitly model vector-size as a controlled variable. Perhaps its value is truly nondeterministic. Perhaps we j u s t c hoose to treat it that way, since its addition contributes little marginal accuracy to the pipeline's estimated departure process statistics. In such cases, the quasi-normal distribution may, in fact, be the best model we c a n achieve for our inner-product. And, it may be su cient for the purposes of the design, and lead to reasonable results in the real system. Our objective is to use these models as a t o ol { to abstractly predict trends in our synthesis algorithms. Our objective is not to directly represent the system itself.
To obtain a load model, one can often appeal to the method outlined above, a method commonly used in Hardware/Software Co-Design: a task is pro led in isolation, and the resulting histogram gets post-processed into a stationary response-time distribution. (We h a ve experienced good results via this method in our multi-platform simulation work on digital video playout systems 10]). A second technique can be used at a more preliminary stage: the designer can coarsely estimate a task's average load, and use it to create a synthetic distribution { e.g., exponential, normal, chisquare, etc. Such load models would correspond to hypotheses on how a task might behave in the integrated system. When this is done for all tasks { with the PDFs quantized at some acceptable level { the results can be fed into the synthesis tool. If the system topology can handle a number of hypothetical per-task load pro les, a designer can gain a margin of con dence in the system's robustness to subtle changes in loading conditions.
We take the latter approach in our running example: we discretize two v ery di erent continuous distributions, and then re-use the results for multiple tasks. In Figure 2 , \Derived From" denotes a base continuous distribution generated and quantized using the parameters Min, Max, E t] (mean), Var t] ( v ariance) and \NumSteps" (number of intervals). In the case of an exponential distribution, the CDF curve is shifted up to \Min," and the probabilities given to values past \Max" are distributed to each i n terval proportionally. The granularity of discretization is controlled by \Num-Steps," where we assume that execution time associated with an interval is the maximum possible value within that interval. For example, the time requirement f o r 1 1 follows normal distribution, with 10ms mean, 8ms standard deviation, a minimum time of 4ms, and a maximum time of 35 ms. The continuous distribution is chopped into 10 intervals since the rst interval contains all times within 4ms 7ms], we associate a time of 7ms with this interval, and give it the corresponding portion of the continuous CDF.
Note that if we attempt a hard real-time approach here, no solution would be possible. For example, 3 1 requires up to 200ms dedicated resource time to run, which means that 3 1 's frame must be no less than 200ms. Yet MOR 3 = 5, i.e., ; 3 must produce a new output at least 5 times 
Run-Time Model
Within the system model, all tasks in chain ; i are considered to be scheduled in a quasi-cyclic fashion, using a time-division multiplexing abstraction for resource-sharing, over F i -sized frames.
That is, all of ; i 's load-shares are guaranteed for F i intervals on all constituent resources. Hence, the synthesis algorithm's job is to (1) assign each t a s k i j a proportion of its resource's capacity (which w e denote as u i j ) and (2) assign a global F i frame for ; i . G i v en this, i j 's runtime behavior can be described as follows:
(1) Within every F i frame, i j can use up to u i j of its resource's capacity. This is policed by assigning i j an execution-time budget E i j = bu i j F i c that is, E i j is an upper bound on the amount of resource time provided within each F i frame, truncated to discrete units. (We assume that the system cannot keep track of arbitrarily ne granularities of time.) (2) A particular execution instance of i j may require multiple frames to complete, with E i j of its running time expended in each frame.
(3) A new instance of i j will be started within a frame if no previous instance of i j is still running, and if i j 's input bu er contains new data that has not already exceeded MD i . This is policed by a time-stamp mechanism, put on the computation when its input is sampled.
Due to a chain's pipeline structure, note that if there are n i tasks in ; i , t h e n w e m ust have that MD i n i F i , since data has to ow through all n i elements to produce a computation.
Solution Overview
A s c hematic of the design process is illustrated in Figure 3 , where the main steps are as follows.
(1) partitioning the CPU and network capacity b e t ween the tasks (2) selecting each c hain's frame to optimize its output rate and (3) checking the solution via simulation, to verify the integrity o f the approximations used, and to ensure that each c hain's output pro le is su ciently smooth (i.e., not bursty).
The partitioning algorithm processes each c hain ; i and nds a candidate load-assignment v ector for it, denoted u i . (An element u i j in u i contains the load allocated to i j on its resource. ) Given a load assignment for ; i , the synthesis algorithm attempts to nd a frame F i at which ; i achieves its optimal output rate. This computation is done approximately: For a given F i , a rate estimate is derived by (1) treating all of ; i 's outputs uniformly, and deriving an i.i.d. per-frame \success probability" i and (2) then simply multiplying i 1 F i to approximate the chain's output rate, OR i . I f O R i is lower than the MOR i requirement, the load assignment v ector is increased, and so on. Finally, if su cient load is found for all chains, the resulting system is simulated to ensure that the approximations were sound { after which excess capacity can be given to any c hain, with the hope of improving its overall rate.
Throughput Analysis
In this section we describe how w e approximate ; i 's output rate, OR i , given candidate load and frame parameters (F i and u i ) f o r t h e c hain. Then in Section 5, we s h o w h o w w e m a k e use of this technique to derive all the system's F i and u i parameters for every chain.
Assume we are currently processing ; i , which has some frame-size F i and load vector u i . H o w do we estimate its output probability i ? Recall that outputs exceeding the maximum allowed delay MD i are not counted { and hence, we need some way of determining latency through the system. One bene t of proportional-share queuing is as follows: Since each c hain is e ectively isolated from others over F i intervals of observation, we can analyze the behavior of ; i independently, without worrying about head-of-line blocking e ects from other components. We use a discrete-time model, in which the time units are in terms of a chain's frame-size i.e., our discrete domain f0 1 2 : : : g corresponds to the real times f0 F i 2F i : : : g. Not only does this reduction make the analysis more tractable, it also corresponds to \worst-case" conditions: Since the underlying system may s c hedule a task execution at any time within a F i frame, we assume that input may be read as early as the beginning of a frame, and output may be produced as late as the end of a frame. And with one exception, a chain's states of interest do occur at its frame boundaries. That exception is in modeling aggregate delay { which, in our discrete time domain we treat as b
c. Hence the fractional part of the last frame is ignored, leading to a tighter notion of success (and consequently erring on the side conservatism).
Theoretically, w e could model a computation's delay b y constructing a stochastic process for the chain as a whole { and solving it for all possible delay probabilities. But this would probably be a futile venture for even smaller chains after all, such a m o d e l w ould have t o s i m ultaneously keep track o f e a c h task's local behavior. And since a chain may hold as few as 0 ongoing computations, and as many as one computation per task, it's easy to see how the state-space would quickly explode.
Instead, we go about constructing a model in a compositional (albeit inexact) manner, by processing each task locally, and using the results for its successors. Consider the following diagram, which portrays the ow of a computation at a single task: We assume data is always ready at the chain's head hence age i j can be approximated via the following recurrence relation: age i 1 = i 1 age i j = age i j;1 + B i j + i j And for j > 1, we a p p r o ximate the entire age i j distribution by assuming the three variables to be independent, i.e., Note that i j 's success probability, i j , will then be 1 E Out i j ] , i.e., the probability that a (nonstale) output is produced during a random frame. After processing the nal task in the chain, i n , we can approximate the end-to-end success probability { which is just i n 's output probability, appropriately scaled by the probability of excessive d e l a y injected during i n 's execution:
At this point the end-to-end success rate is estimated as OR i = i 1 F i . Note that our method is \top-down," i.e., statistics are derived for i 1 , then i 2 (using the synthesized metrics from i 1 ), then i 3 , etc. Also note that when processing i 1 , w e already have Blocking-Time. Obtaining reasonable blocking-time metrics at each stage is a non-trivial a air, especially when longer-tailed distributions are involved. In carrying out the analysis, we consider a stochastic process X i j , whose states and transitions characterize two factors: (1) i j 's remaining execution time until the next task instance, and (2) whether an input is to be processed or dropped.
X i j (t)'s transitions can be described using a simple Markov Chain, as shown in Figure 4 (where the maximum execution time is 6F i .) The transitions are event-based, i.e., they are triggered by new inputs from i j;1 . On the other hand, states measure the remaining time left in a current execution, if there is any. In essence, moving from state k to l denotes that (1) a new input just received and (2) it will induce blocking time of l frames. For the sake of our analysis, we distinguish between three di erent outcomes on moving from state k to state l. In the transition descriptions, we use the term d i to denote the end-to-end delay bound, in terms of frames, i.e., d i = b
(1) Dropping k ! l]: The task is currently executing, and there is already another input queued up in its bu er { which w as calculated to induce a blocking-time of k. The new input will overwrite it, and induce l blocking-time frames. Figure 5 illustrates a case of a successful transition. We distinguish between outcomes (1)- (3) via partitioning the state-transition matrix { i.e., P d , P f and P s denote the transition matrices for dropping, failure and success, respectively. E a c h i s calculated in terms of parameters we discussed above { i.e., age i j;1 , Out i j;1 and i j .
After getting the complete transition matrix, P = P d + P f + P s , w e solve for steady-state probabilities in the usual fashion, i.e., for x i j = x i j P. In turn, the steady-state probabilities are used to derive i j 's per-frame success probability
where the k index denotes the kth element in the resulting vector. In essense, the calculation just computes the probability o f ( 1 ) h a ving an input to read at a random frame, and (2) successfully processing it { which is obtained by summing up the successful out-ow probabilities. The same simple Bayesean method is used to achieve a stationary blocking-time PDF:
The nal ingredient is to derive task i j 's inter-output distribution, Out i j . T o do this we use a coarse mean-value analysis: After i j produces an output, we k n o w that it goes through an idle phase (waiting for fresh input from its producer), followed by a busy phase, culminating in another output. Let Idle i j be a random variable which c o u n ts the number of idle cycles before the busy phase. Then we h a ve:
Using this information, we m o d e l t h e e v ent denoting \compute-start" as a pure Bernoulli decision in probability S T i j , where ST i j = 1 E Idle i j ]+1 , i.e., after an output has been delivered, ST i j is the probability that a random cycle starts the next busy phase. We then approximate the idle durations via a modi ed geometric distribution: Finally, w e approximate the end-to-end success probability, which is just i n 's output probability, appropriately scaled to account for excessive d e l a y injected during i n 's execution:
So by de nition, the end-to-end output rate is given as follows:
Example. As an example, we perform throughput estimation on ; 6 , assuming system parameters of F 6 = 60ms, E 6 1 = 6ms, and E 6 2 = 30ms. Recall that the delay bound for the chain is MD 6 = 300 thus d 6 = bMD 6 =F 6 c = 5. Within our head-to-tail approach, we r s t h a ve to consider task 6 1 . Recall, however, that the distributions for both age 6 1 and Out 6 1 are identical to 6 1 , the quantized load distribution. Moreover, we also have that 6 1 = 1 E 6 1 ] = 0 :3291:
Next we consider the second (and last) task 6 2 . The following tables show the PDFs for 6 2 , for the Markov Chain's steady states, the blocking times, and for age 6 2 . k Pr 6 2 ] x 6 2 0] Pr B 6 2 ] Pr age 6 5 System Design Process
We n o w revisit the \high-level" problem of determining the system's parameters, with the objective of satisfying each c hain's performance requirements. As stated in the introduction, the design problem may be viewed as two i n ter-related sub-problems:
1. Load Assignment. Given a set of chains, how should the CPU and netwo r k l o a d b e p a r t itioned among the set of tasks, so that the performance requirements are met? 2. Frame Assignment. Given a load-assignment to the tasks in the chain, what is the optimal frame for the chain, such that the e ective throughput is maximized? Note that load-allocation is the main \inter-chain" problem here, while frame-assignment c a n b e viewed strictly as an \intra-chain" issue. With our time-division abstraction, altering a chain's frame-size will not e ect the (average) rates of other chains in the system.
Consider the synthesis algorithm in Figure 6 , and note that the F i 's (expressed in milliseconds) are initialized to the largest frame-sizes that could achieve the desired output rates. Here F which maximizes (7) wi j H(MORi ORi m k k u i j) (8) if( k m k ; ) (9) return Failure (10) ui j ui j +
S S ; f ;ig g (15) return(f(u i Fi ORi) : 1 i ng) Get Frame(;i Fi u i ) : returns (ORi Fi) (1) ORi get rate(;i Fi u i ) (2) for (t Fi ; 1 t > 0 t t ; 1) f (3) if ((MDi mod t) < ( MDi)) f (4) OR 0 i get rate(;i, t, ui) (5) if ( 
Fi t g g g (8) return (ORi, F i) Figure 6 : Synthesis Algorithm denotes global time-scale in our example it was chosen as 1000, since all units were in milliseconds. Also note that for any task i j , its resource share u i j is initialized to accommodate the corresponding mean response-time time E t i j ]. (The system could only be solved with these initial parameters if all execution times were constant.) Load Assignment. Load-assignment w orks by iteratively re ning the load vectors (the u i 's), until a feasible solution is found. The entire algorithm terminates when the output rates for all chains meet their performance requirements { or when it discovers that no solution is possible. We do not employ backtracking, and task's load is never reduced. This means the solution space is not searched totally, and in some tightly-constrained systems, potential feasible solutions may not be found.
Load-assignment is task-based, i.e., it is driven by assigning additional load to the task estimated to need it the most. The heart of the algorithm can be found on lines (6)- (7), where all of the remaining unsolved chains are considered, with the objective of assigning additional load to the \most deserving" task in one of those chains. This selection is made using a heuristic weight w i j , re ecting the potential bene t of increasing i j 's utilization, in the quest of increasing the chain's end-to-end performance.
The weight actually combines three factors, each of which plays a part in achieving feasibility: (1) additional output rate required, normalized via range-scaling to the interval 0,1] (2) the current/maximum capacities for the task's resource (where current capacity i s d e n o t e d a s k for resource r k ) and (3) the task's current load assignment. The idea is that a high load assignment indicates diminishing returns are setting in, and working on a chain's other tasks would probably be more bene cial. For the results in this paper, the heuristic we u s e d w as:
Then the selected task gets its utilization increased by some tunable increment. Smaller increments will obviously lead to a greater likelihood of nding feasible solutions however, they also incur a higher cost. (For the results presented in this paper, we set = :05.)
After additional load is given to the selected task, the chain's new frame-size and rate parameters are determined if it meets its minimum output requirements, it can removed from further consideration.
Frame Assignment. \Get Frame" derives a feasible frame (if one exists). While the problem of frame-assignment seems straightforward enough, there are a few non-linearities to surmount: First, the true, usable load for a task is given by bu i j F i c=F i , due to the fact that the system cannot multiplex load at arbitrarily ne granularities of time. Second, in our analysis, we assume that the e ective maximum delay is rounded up to the nearest frame, which errs on the side of conservatism.
The negative e ect of the second factor is likely to be higher at larger frames, since it results in truncating the fractional part of a computation's nal frame. On the other hand, the rst factor becomes critical at smaller frames. Hence, the approximation utilizes a few simple rules. Since loads are monotonically increased, we restrict the search to frames which a r e l o wer than the current one. Further, we restrict the search to situations where our frame-based delay estimate truncates no more than 100 percent of the continuous-time deadline, where < < 1. Subject to these guidelines, frames are evaluated via the throughput analysis presented in Section 4 { when determines the current O R i metric.
Design Process -Solution of the Example. We ran the algorithm in Figure 6 to nd a feasible solution, and the result is presented in Figure 7 .
On a SPARC Ultra, the algorithm synthesized parameters for the example in approximately 30 minutes of wall-clock time. The results are presented in Figure 7 . Note that the resources have capacity to spare r 1 is has highest load in this con guration (at 0:72), r 7 has the lowest (at 0:35) most others are around 50% loaded. The spare load can be used to increase any c hain's output rate, if desired { or held for other chains to be designed-in later.
A. Synthesized Solutions for Chains. 
Simulation
Since the throughput analysis uses some key simplifying approximations, we v alidate the resulting solution via a simulation model. Recall that the analysis injects imprecision for the following reasons. First, it tightens all (endpoint) output delays by rounding up the fractional part of the nal frame. Analogously, it assumes that a chain's state-changes always occur at its frame boundaries hence, even intermediate output times are assumed to take place at the frame's end. A further approximation is inherent i n o u r compositional data-age calculation { i.e., we assume the per-frame output ratios from predecessor tasks are i.i.d., allowing us to solve the resulting Markov c hains in a quasi-independent fashion.
The simulation model discards these approximations, and keeps track all tagged computations through the chain, as well as the \true" states they induce in their participating tasks. Also, the clock progresses along the real-time domain hence, if a task ends in the middle of a frame, it gets placed in the successor's input bu er at that time. Also, the simulation model schedules resources using a modi ed deadline-monotonic dispatcher (where a deadline is considered the end of a frame), so higher-priority tasks will get to run earlier than the analytical method assumes. Recall that the analysis implicitly assumes that computations may t a k e place as late as possible, within a given frame.
On the other hand, the simulator does inherit some other simpli cations used in our design. For example, input-reading is assumed to happen when a task gets released, i.e, at the start of a frame. As in the analysis, context switch o verheads are not considered rather, they are charged to the load distributions. Figure 8 summarizes Figure 8 : Comparison between Analysis model and Simulation model over 100 trials, where each trial ran over 100,000 frames (for the largest frame in the system). The last column shows the standard deviation for output-rates calculated over t-time moving averages w.r.t. the simulated OR i , where t 2 f 0:5 1:0g. This means that for 1-second intervals our tool does the following: (1) ; i 's output rate is charted over all 1-second intervals (2) each i n terval's deviation from OR i is calculated (3) the sum-of-squared deviations is obtained, and then divided by the degrees of freedom in the sample (4) the square-root of the result is produced. Note that the resulting (simulated) system satis es minimum throughput requirements of all chains hence we h a ve a satisfactory solution. If desired, we can improve i t b y doling out the excess resource capacity, i.e., by simply iterating through the design algorithm again. Figure 9 compares the simulated and analytic results for multiple frames, assigned to three selected chains. The frame-sizes are changed for one chain at a time, and system utilization remains xed at the synthesized values. The simulation runs displayed here ran for 10 000 frames, for the largest frame under observation (e.g, on the graph, if the largest frame tested is denoted as 200 ms, then that run lasted for 2000 seconds). The graphs show a verage output-rates for the chains over an entire simulation trial, along with the corresponding standard deviation, computed over all one-second interval samples vs. the mean.
The combinatorial comparison allows us to make the following observations. First, output rates generally increase as frame-sizes decrease { up to the point where the the system starts injecting a signi cant a m o u n t of truncation overhead (due to multiplexing). Recall that the runtime system cannot multiplex in nitesimal granularities of execution time rather, a task's utilization is allocated in integral units over each frame. Second, the relationship between throughput and burstiness is not direct. Note that for some chains (e.g., ; 2 ), deviations tend to increase at both higher and lower frames. This re ects two separate facts, the rst of which is fairly obvious, and is an artifact of our measurement process. We calculate variance statistics over 1-second intervals, yields deviations computed on the basis of a single reference time-scale. This method inserts some bias at low frames { since these processes get sampled more frequently. In turn, this can lead to arti cially higher deviations.
At v ery large frames, another e ect comes into play. Recall that tasks are only dispatched at frame boundaries, and only when they have input waiting from their predecessors. Hence, if a producer overruns its frame by e v en a slight amount, its consumer will have t o w ait for the next frame to use the data { which consequently adds to the data's age.
On the whole, however, we note that the simulated deviations are not particularly high, especially considering the fact that they include the one-second intervals where measured output rates actually exceed the mean.
Also, while output rates decrease as frame-sizes increase, the curves are not smooth, and small spikes can be observed in both the simulated and analytical results. Again, this e ect is due to the multiplexing overhead discussed above, injected since execution-time budgets are integral. For example if a task's assigned utilization is 0.11, and if its frame-size is 10, then its execution-time budget will be 1 { resulting in an actual, usable utilization of 0.1. However, the output rates do monotonically decrease for larger frames when we only consider candidates that result in integral execution-time budgets.
Finally, w e note that the di erence between analysis and simulation is larger when a frame-size does not divide maximum permissible delay. Again, this is the result of rounding up the fractional part of a computation's nal frame, which will cause us to overestimate the output's age.
Remarks. Coarse analytical estimations are essential at the synthesis stage. As we showed in Section 3, a deterministic real-time approach w ould fail to work for our small example, and the problems associated with stochastic timing deviations would only increase in larger systems. Note also that we could not rely exclusively on simulation during the synthesis phase, i.e., as a substitute for analysis. Based on our timing information for single-run simulations, such an approach w ould require over three months to synthesize our small example.
Hence, since we require coarse analytical estimates at the design stage, validating the solution is essential. As a rst pass, the obvious choice is discrete-event simulation. A reasonble set of simulation runs requires several minutes, which can often be signi cantly cheaper than going directly to integration. Discovering a design aw after implementation can be a nasty proposition indeed, e.g., when the hardware is found to be insu cient for the application hosted on it. The simulation model provides a decent margin of con dence in the design's robustness, particularly since its underlying assumptions are fundamentally di erent from those used in the analysis. Simply put, for the sake o f v alidity, t wo performance models are better than one.
However, simulation is not the end of the story. After all, our objective is to build the application, by calibrating the kernels and drivers to use our analytically-derived parameters. At that point, one subjects the system to the most important v alidity test of all: on-line pro ling. Even with a careful synthesis strategy, testing usually leads to some additional system tuning { to help compensate for the imprecise modeling abstractions used during static design.
Conclusion
We presented a design scheme to achieve s t o c hastic real-time performance guarantees, by adjusting per-component load allocations and processing rates. The solution strategy uses several approximations to avoid modeling the entire system for example, in estimating end-to-end delay w e u s e a combination of queuing analysis, real-time scheduling theory, and simple probability theory. Our search algorithm makes use of two heuristics, which help to signi cantly reduce the number of feasible solutions checked.
In spite of the approximations, the simulation results are quite promising { they show that the approximated solutions are reasonably tight also, the resulting second-moment statistics show that output-rates are relatively smooth.
Much w ork remains to be done. First, we plan on extending the model to include a more rigid characterization of system overhead, due to varying degrees of device-level multiplexing. Currently we assume that execution-time can be allocated in integral units other than that, no device-speci c penalty functions are considered. We also plan on getting better approximations for the \handover-time" between tasks in a chain, which will result in tighter analytical results.
We are also investigating new ways to achieve f a s t e r s y n thesis results. To speed up convergence, one needs a metric which approximates \direction of improvement" over the solution space as a whole. This would let the synthesis algorithm shoot over large numbers of incremental improvements { and hopefully attain a quicker solution. However, we note that the problem is not trivial the solution space contains many non-linearities, with no ready-made global metric to unconditionally predict monotonic improvement. Yet, we c a n p o t e n tially take a d v antage of some relatively easy optimization strategies, such as hill-climbing and simulated annealing. The key to success lies in nding a reasonable \energy" or \attraction" function { and not necessarily one that is exact.
Finally, w e are currently deploying our design technique in several large-scale eld tests, on distributed applications hosted on SP-2 and Myrinet systems. Part of this project requires extending the scheme to handle dynamic system changes { where online arrivals and departures are permitted, and where the component-wise PDFs vary over time. To accomplish this, we are working on self-tuning mechanisms, which g e t i n voked when a chain's throughput degrades below a certain threshold. This would trigger an on-line adjustment i n a c hain's allocated load, as well as its associated frame size. Note that this is analogous to a common problem studied in the context of computer networks: handling on-the-y QoS renegotiations, to help smooth out uctuating service demands. In fact, we are investigating various strategies proposed for that problem, and evaluating whether they can be modi ed for the more arcane (but equally challenging) domain of embedded real-time systems.
